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Preface 
Light through prism 

into a rainbow spectrum 
falls to my view 

 with my quill I dip into 
each colored hue 

capturing light in my 
quill I weave it into  

glowing words and write 
these  poems to you 
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Salutation 
 

Reverent blessing to the flower 
goddess 

her luxuriant hair black crowned 
by twin slices of ruby lips-like 
twin cockscombs shimmering 

flames of light 
seated on her throne of profuse 

black hair cushioned by twin lips 
like crescent moons 
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cunt compositional perfectibility 
twin lips divide in formal symmetry 
scarlet slit divides twin lips pink  in  

tonal  harmony 
love-hole lips  color harmonies 

harmony of lines 
all a form of sublimity  

cunt compositional perfectibility 
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Lips spread widely pulsate and 
quiver 

butterfly wing-like rhythmically 
close and openly goes 

waverly in rhythm wave–like 
waves upon a pink sea lurid 

crystal-like   
ardently beckons me 
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Lips labial moist  pink 
Leaf-like burst like  light twixt  thighs 

splashed with  luminous cunny ink 
 

Lips hanging light emulous like light 
Like diaphanous butterfly wings bright 

 
Lips arabesque-like  tinted rose-like 
shimmer like spring  leaves in an 

aqueous breeze  
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Lips curling furling shimmering 

pearl-like 
Like flesh tints  mixed  in cunny 

cream light-like 
 

Lips float like diaphanous wings 
In the scent heated light 

Pinks splashed  on the tinted air 
bright 

 
Lips clocked in drops like  

glittering dew  
In the candle light flicker like 

flames to my view 
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Lips pink glimmering  cunny 
dew  seen like leaves through 
spring mist pubescent new 

 
Lips pink splashed on thighs 

white 
Like  rose petals tinting milk 

like  
 

Lips wattle flaps flutter like 
leaves in  spring breeze 

 
Lips turgid red cockscombs 

Ruby- like brightly glow- like  
for the he’s 
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Lips pastel pink blurred like through 
shimmering silk  

against background of titanium white 
  

Lips glowing red like brushstrokes 
thick o’er rice paper in  pink light 

 
Lips pink a water color wash 

graduated tones washed o’er thighs 
warm flesh 

 
Lips spread pink like  sails- like rose 
petals  splashed on  an egg yoke sky- 

‘gainst yellow panty sides 
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Lips twin curving lines in black 

ink 
float in air tinted pink  

 
Lips dabs of pink hanging in 

space 
the empty space they do grace 

 
Lips graduated tones of pink 

transparent be 
Vanish into air like a water color 

wash like the paper itself in 
luminosity 
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Lips a pink haze outlined  

by empty  space 
reflecting orange light like slivers 

of jewels they brightly shine 
 

Lips curving lines like painted in 
black ink o’er paper pink 

 
Lips pink luminous tones 

graduated color blends in  the 
transitions of  varying hues in 
tinted  pubic hair mixing like 
roses petals in a sunset view   
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Love-hole ‘tis not the moon 
which silvery glows ‘gainst  

the flesh the pink of selfsame 
roses bloom 

‘tis but  the dark waterlily eye  
that seductively looks at I 
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Love–hole  around thy face hast 

blossomed  petals pink this beauty spot 
they do grace 

 
Love-hole rimmed like  by pink ink 

  glitters limpid pool-like 
 

Love-hole   like the roses face 
blossoming as round them the lips  
pink curvaceous lines  do trace  
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Love-hole like the full moon  
glows twixt thighs like a fire 
lighting up the world entire 

 
Love-hole   enfolded in lips with 

coral glow  
luminous moon-like below  

 
Love-hole like a roses bloom 

that sweet face 
lips surround like  a crimson  

necklace 
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Love-hole that moist fount 

hidden in petals pink shut in 
tight  like the roses bud at night 

 
Love-hole a pool limpid white 

radiant moon-like  
fanned by lips pink lilies-like 

 
Love-hole moist flickering full 

moon-like 
open fully droplets dripping 

glittering diamonds-like 
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Love-hole moon-like shines like limpid 
pool 

As lips pinkish hue scatters light 
reflected around like flower blooms 

multicolored bright 
 

Love-hole dark pupil-like 
flashes  silvery moonlight 

a watery eye with pinkish lips elongated 
eye-lids-like 

 
Love-hole hangs like a silvery moon 

‘gainst  flesh a pinkish hue 
broach-like like a full moon new 
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Love-hole like full moon rising 
set in the sky of pink flesh 

like an O cut from a diamond 
shining 

 
Love-hole like moonlight 

reflecting  
rays soft as roses filaments 

pink-red lips caressing 
 

Love-hole watery fount 
shimmering lustrous glass-like 

pinkish lips around like lilies the 
pond surround 
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Love-hole silvery sits like full moon 
amidst pink  hanging leaves 

Shimmering like molten glass one sees 
 

Love-hole like full moon ascending 
embraced by pink flesh  cloak-like soft 

as rose petals 
 

Love-hole moon-like glittering silvery 
pool-like  

as pearly bud sits like parrot beak 
sipping the cool light 
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Love-hole set within flesh like  
dyed  from Samarqand rose 
shimmers like molten gold 
within the lips scarlet folds 

 
Love-hole dark moon-like 

iridescent darkness waterlilies-
like  

splashed upon the canvas of 
flesh pink-like  

 
Love-hole like dark moon on the 

sky of pink flesh floating 
luminous eye waterlily dark-like 
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Love-hole white milk-like shimmers like 
moon  

Lips pink rise up thirsty waterlilies-like  
to drink the effulgent light 

 
Love-hole spread rays as white as 

jasmine moon-like 
bright as waterlilies 

 like beauty spot upon pinkish flesh 
bindi-like 

 
Love-hole luminous pond full moon-like  
reflects back lips as  white  as egg white 
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Twixts lips pink valley–like 

flows scarlet stream   
ribbon of color lustrous satin-

like  
 

Love-hole enwreathed with its 
wreath of pink around the rim 
like a flower garland the idol 

surrounds 
 

Lips pink-like dipped in liquid 
glass 

 glow like porcelain   glaringly 
lurid 
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Love-hole jade-like bowl  

limpid scented liquid opal does hold 
 

Lips pink lipstick lined  
great washes of color north and south 
glost-like glossy the elongated mouth  

 
Love-hole liquid gems do hold 

glittering sparkling the O–like bowl 
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Lips pink flecked with gold dust 
reflect the candles yellow light 
golden beams stream out left 

and right  
 

Love-hole a glittering pearl to 
behold 

clam-like the lips enfold  
 

Lips pink phosphorescing 
twin mountain range ‘gainst 

fleshy thighs yellow  silhouetting   
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Love-hole reflecting silvery light 
like moonlight in luminous pool 

glass-like 
 

Lips pink like  rose petals pink  
falling ‘gainst yellow sky 

envelop slit a band of glass-like 
juice ‘gainst flesh hued  peach-

like 
 

Love-hole shimmering milk 
froth-like 

the O a bowl rimed in  pink 
light  
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